
 

Team:  Gartaganis 

 

Pair:  Kuzkin - Campbell 

 

General Approach:  3-way 1 Club (Polish style) 

 

1C -  Forcing for 1 round, not necessarily strong but the only strong opening bid. 
  One of 
   - balanced, 2+ Clubs 14+ hcp (could hold 5 Diamonds and 2 Clubs) 
   - natural, 4+ Clubs 10+ hcp 
   - artificial, D-suit 19+ hcp  OR  M-suit 17+ hcp (if bal, all minimums are 1 hcp more). 
 

ACBL General Convention Chart: 

 

2D is a quasi-three-suited hand with 4-H and short Spades, 11-15 hcp 
    The permitted shapes are 0445/0454/1435/1444/1453. 
    Over 2D, all our bids are natural Signoff or Preemptive, except 2S and 2NT. 
    2S is either forcing to game with a minor or invitational-plus with natural Spades. 
      Opener shows a S-honour, or if none, shows exact shape sometimes with 2 sizes. 
    2NT is invitational-plus in a minor or invitational-plus with a H-fit. 
      Opener shows 3 sizes and Resp can now ask for exact shape. 
 

Defense: no defense required by the ACBL 
 

ACBL Superchart Pre-Alerts: 

 

2NT shows a bad Club pre-empt OR an opening hand with 7+ Hearts 10-13 hcp 
 3C = P/C 
 3D =  asks Opener to bid 3H with a Club pre-empt. Other Opener rebids show a Heart-suit and a 

control in the bid-suit. 
      Over 3H, Resp 4H is natural 6+H Signoff (the only sequence to ensure playing in 4H). 
    3H = P/C 
    3S = natural 5+S and forcing to 4C 
    3NT = Signoff opposite Club pre-empt but mandatory conversion to 4H opposite H-suit 
    4C = P/C 
    4D = mini-Keycard on Clubs (impossible higher answers show answers based on H-suit) 
    4H = P/C 
    4S = natural 6+S Signoff 
 

3C shows a bad Diamond pre-empt OR an opening hand with 7+ Spades 10-13 hcp 
    3D = P/C 
 3H = asks Opener to bid 3S with a Diamond pre-empt.  Other Opener rebids show a Spade suit and 

a control in the bid-suit. 
  Over 3S, Resp 4S is natural 6+S Signoff (the only sequence to ensure playing in 4S). 
    3S = P/C 
    3NT = Signoff opposite Diamond pre-empt but mandatory conversion to 4S opposite S-suit 
    4C = mini-Keycard on Diamonds (impossible higher answers show answers based on S-suit) 
    4D = P/C 
    4H = natural 6+H Signoff 
    4S = P/C 
 

Proposed Defense to either of the above: 
    Treat our opening as a 3-level minor pre-empt, except your 3 of the “minor” is natural. 
 

    Dble = t/o of the suit of the weak variant 
    Other bids are natural, including bids in Opener’s possible suits. (See alternative-2). 
    With a take-out Dble of Opener’s strong variant, the suggested defense is either: 
      Alternative-1:  Pass the opening bid and then Dble on the next round 
      Alternative-2:  Bid the strong variant’s suit as t/o in that suit. 
    Pass, followed by a Dble of the weak variant is either: 
      Alternative-1:  Weaker t/o Dble 
      Alternative-2:  Penalty Dble. 
 Overcaller with a good balanced hand has the same guess to make as in standard – whether to 

Pass, Dble or bid 3NT.  



 

 

 

Team:  Gartaganis 

 

Pair:  Thurston - Smith 

 

Defenses to ACBL Mid-Chart Methods 

 

Multi 2D showing 0-9 HCP and a 6-7 card major:  See ACBL Defense 

http://web2.acbl.org/defensedatabase/3b.htm 

 

2D overcall of opponents' 1NT opener showing an unspecified major:  No defense required by the ACBL 

 

http://web2.acbl.org/defensedatabase/3b.htm

